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This paper considers the problems of estimating a mean vector p under con- 
straint $Z -rp = 1 or ,?I ‘$ = c and derives the best equivariant estimators under 
the loss (a-p)’ ,Z -‘(u-p), which dominate the MLE’s uniformly. The results are 
regarded as multivariate extensions of those with known coefEcient of variation in a 
univariate case. As a particular case for F’C-‘p=c, the case ,?Z= u’p’~I is also 
treated. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of estimating the mean g of a univariate normal population 
N,(p, a’) with known coefficient of variation (i.e., r~/p= const) was 
originally considered by Fisher a long time ago and recently again focussed 
upon in the context of a curved model or a model which admits an 
ancillary statistic (see Efron [6], Cox and Hinkley [4], Hinkley [8], and 
Amari [ 1,2]). The motivation behind the model is based on the 
empirically observed fact that a standard deviation often becomes large 
almost proportionally to a corresponding mean so that the coefficient of 
variation remains constant. This fact is often found also in multivariate 
(mutually correlated) variates. Though a well-accepted measure for 
variation between a mean vector /.J and a covariance matrix Z is not 
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available, in this paper we adopt as multivariate versions of the variational 
coefficient the following measures 
I=jdC-‘p (1.1) 
and 
v = z: - ‘IQ with ,Y ~ “’ E GT(p) (1.2) 
and consider the problems of estimating p of a p-variate normal population 
N&, C) with either 1 or v known under the quadratic loss function 
L(a, PI = (a - PL)’ c -‘(a - PL), (1.3) 
where GT(p) denotes the group of p xp lower triangular matrices with 
positive diagonal elements and ,?C:“’ is the unique solution for 
C”2C”2‘ = Z: The analysis is based on the invariance principle. In the 
versions of (1.1) and (1.2), the constancy of the measures means that ,Y 
becomes “proportionally” large in the sense of nonnegative definiteness as 
,U becomes large. Besides these interpretations, some other interpretations 
are possible for 1 and v. For example, 1 is the Mahalanobis distance 
between N(0, C) and N(p, z), and v is a normalized mean vector. As a 
particular case for which P’X - ‘p becomes 
C = 02$~Z with e* known is also considered. 
Now let xls be a random sample from 
z E Y(p), where Y(p) denotes the set of p x 
Then a sufficient statistic is (y, S) with 
constant, the specification 
N,(u C) with ,UE RP and 
p positive definite matrices. 
;= 1 
(1.4) 
s= i (Xi -@(xi -.q’- W,(C, n- l), 
i= I 
where n > p and W,(C, m) denotes the Wishart distribution with mean mZ 
and d.f. (degrees of freedom) m. As in the univariate case, when ,I (or v) is 
known, the model admits an ancillary statistic, that is, a statistic which is a 
part of a (minimal) sufficient statistic and whose marginal distribution is 
independent of unknown parameters. Thus an inference on (p, C) may be 
based on what is called the principle of conditionality. However, in this 
paper, rather than using the principle directly, we derive a BEE (best 
equivariant estimator) for each problem under the loss function (1.3). 
There a conditional argument is inevitably required. The explicit forms of 
the BEE’s are given only for the case of p = 2 because the complication of 
the computation. The MLE’s are also derived for comparisons. Since 
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the MLE’s are equivariant, which is true in general under a mild condition 
(see Eaton [S] ), the MLE’s here are uniformly dominated by the BEES. In 
the particular case C = a’$pZ, the BEE and the MLE are also derived 
(Section 4). 
In the literature, not much work has been done on the problems with 
ancillary statistics from an equivariance viewpoint. Kariya [9] gave a 
formulation for the equivariant estimation when an ancillary statistic is 
realized as a maximal invariant. However, he assumed in the formulation 
that the sample space is homeomorphic to the product of the group leaving 
the problem invariant and the space of the ancillary statistic. In the first 
problem with A known that we treat here, the assumption is not satisfied, 
though in the second problem with J known, it is satisfied. A general 
description of equivariant estimation is found in Ferguson [7], Eaton [S], 
and Lehmann [ 111. 
2. PROBLEM WITH h KNOWN 
In this section, we consider the problem of estimating p of N,(p, C) with 
,? in (1.1) known. Without loss of generality, we assume that (p, C) belongs 
to 
@ = {(p, Z) E RP x 9’(p) I p’C-‘p = 1). (2.1) 
Under the loss function in (1.4), it is easy to see that the problem is left 
invariant by the group Gl(p) of p x p nonsingular matrices acting on (y, S) 
as 
(Y7 S) - My, ASA’) with A E Gl(p), (2.2) 
which induces the action on (p, z): 
with A E Gl(p). (2.3) 
Under the transformation (2.2), the statistic 
u = y/s-‘y (2.4) 
is a maximal invariant and the distribution of u depends on (p, z) only 
through the maximal invariant parameter I = $CPrp. Therefore by the 
prior constraint (2.1), u is an ancillary statistic. Further the group Gl(p) 
acts transitively on @ in (2.1). This implies that the risk function of an 
equivariant estimator fi 
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is constant for all (p, C) E @I (see Lehmann [ll]). Therefore without loss 
of generality we choose p = e and z = Z, where e = (1, 0, . . . . 0)’ c RP. 
Now to find a BEE which minimizes the risk (2.5), we shall characterize 
an equivariant estimator, that is, an estimator satisfying jI(Ay, ASA’) = 
Afi(y, S). Decompose S uniquely as 
s= ww with WE GT(p) (2.6) 
and let 
u== w-‘y and 4 = ~/II4 (2.7) 
where (Iu(I * = u’u. Then u = llull*, where u is given in (2.4). 
LEMMA 2.1. An equiuariant estimator ji is of the form 
P(Y, S) = k(u) wq, (2.8) 
where k is a measurable function of u. 
Proof Replacing y by W-‘y, A by W, and S by Z in fi(Ay, ASA’) = 
Aji( y, S) yields p( y, S) = Wj2(u, I). Let Q be an orthogonal matrix with q as 
the first column. Then p(u, I) = ji(QQ’u, QQ’) = QZi(& e, I). But since the 
columns of Q except the first column are arbitrary as far as they are 
orthogonal to q, it is easy to claim that the elements of p(& e, I) except 
the first element p,(& e, I) are zero. Hence ~i(u, I) = ji,(& e, Z)q, com- 
pleting the proof. 
Consequently the risk function of an equivariant estimator j.i in (2.5) 
with p=e and z=Z is expressed as 
@, (e, 0) = EC(k(u) Wq -e)’ (k(u) Wq- e)l. 
Hence, using the fact that u is ancillary, a unique BEE is obtained as 
ji = k(u) Wq with k(u) minimizing the conditional risk given u: 
EC(k(u) Wq - e)’ (k(u) Wq - e) 1~1. 
Therefore we obtain 
THEOREM 2.1. The unique BEE is an estimator fi = I?(U) Wq with 
R(u) = E[q’ W’e 1 u]/E[q’ W’ Wq I u]. (2.9) 
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An explicit evaluation of k(u) in (2.9) is rather complicated. Here only 
the case of p = 2 is treated. To give a form of d(u), let 
B(b, c + k)Uk, 
(2.11) 
and 
p = [2nu/( 1 + U)]? (2.12) 
where B(a, /I) = T(m) r(B)/r(a + j?) and T(a) denotes the gamma function. 
THEOREM 2.2. When p = 2, the BEE is given by @ = f(u) Wq with G(u) = 
,~,(u)$,(u), where 
and 
n,m=& (2’ J~~l,l;;;~:u > ( +J +;;;;;u > 
+- 12;2uJ ;;1,-1;;;;:u ( ) 
4u 
-(1+#)“2 
J 
( 
;-;; II-1;;;;:u 
> 
+(n-1)J ;:01-I:+ 
( > 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
The proof is given at the end of this section. 
For comparison, we shall derive the MLE, where p is arbitrary here. By 
using the Lagrange multiplier method, the following theorem is easily 
obtained. 
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THEOREM 2.3. The MLE’s of p and C under (2.1) are respectively given 
by 
fih4LE = 
u-&4+5u) _ 
2u 
X (2.15) 
and 
c 1 MLE =;S+ fd+Ji$ZG __ 2u xx’. 
Proof: Maximizing 
-ilog ,c, -~trs~-‘-~(x-p)‘Z-l(x--p)-~(~f~-lp- 1) 
yields $=n%/(n+y) and f= (l/n)S+lZZ’/(l+n). From ,iY~‘-‘P= 1, the 
result follows. 
Clearly fiMLE is equivariant and hence it is dominated by the BEE in 
Theorem 2.1 for any p. Also the form of (2.15) is a natural extension of the 
case p = 1, where the MLE is 4 X - [( l/n)S + 3 X2] 1’2. When p = 1, some 
properties on this model associated with the Fisher information are 
investigated by Hinkley [S]. Amari [ 1,2] proposed through a geometric 
approach what he called the dual MLE, which is also equivariant. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The joint pdf of (y, S) under p = e and ,Z = I is 
given by 
kexpC-4 Il~-&4121 
xexp(-$trS)IdetSI(“-P-2)‘2dydS. (2.17) 
First transforming (y, S) into (u, S) with v = W-‘y and S= WW’, where 
W= W(S) E GT(2), and next transforming (v, S) into (r, 0, S) with r = 
,,v,, = lP2 and q=v//vll = (cos 6, sin 0)‘~ (q,, q2), the joint pdf of (r, 8, S) 
is given by 
k (I+ r’qq’l -n’2 exp(& re’ Wq) g(S( r, 8) dS df9 dr, (2.18) 
where g(SJr, 0) is the pdf of W,((Z+r2qq’)-‘, n) and --K <8<rr. Noting 
)Z+r2qq’l-“/2=(1 +r’)-“I’, the conditional pdf of (0, S) given r = u’12 is 
exp(& re’ Wq) g(SI r, 0) dS de/h(r), (2.19) 
where h(r) is the integral of the numerator over (0, S). However, in the 
ratio k(u) in (2.12), h(r)% are cancelled out. Hence in the evaluation of 
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k(u), h(u) can be ignored. Now to evaluate (2.12), we need the expected 
value of +v;s with respect to (2.19). Since w,, =sti*, wzl =s,;~/*.Y~~, and 
w** = sg, = b22 - s21s,‘s,2)“2 and since it follows from S= (sV) w  
W,(4 n), 
w21 given sII -N# 6;’ h12, 6,,.,), sI1 -6,,~*(n), s22.1 - 
622.1~2(n- 1) and (~~~~3~~) and s22.1 (2.20) 
are independent, the expected values of wii)s given 8 are evaluated by using 
(2.20), where A z (6,) = (I+ r*qq’)-’ and 6,,, = 822 -6,, 6,’ 6,,. Noting 
e’Wq= w,,q, and 
6 
1 
+r*q: 11 = l+r* ’ 
6,, 
1 
= -r’q,q,, 6 -- 
l+r **.l - 1 + r24? 
(2.21) 
we obtain 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T = & r/( 1 + r2)‘j2 and m,,(a) = 2”r(n/2 + a)/r(n/2): 
(1) ~Cw~,ew(&rqlwI,)l~l 
=(l +r*)-“* f T’q{(l +r*q,)(j+“‘/*mJ(j+a)/2)/j! 
j=O 
(2) ECw2, ev(J;;rq~wII)181 
= 1 zjq:(l + r2qz)(.‘p *‘I* m,( j/2)/j! + r4( 1 + r*)-’ 
j=O 
x f zjq{+ *qz( 1 + r2q~)(J-2)‘2 m,( (j + 2)/2)/j! 
j=O 
(3) ECw,2w22exp(,/;Irq,w,,)l81 
2 2 (j--2)/2 = -r*(l +r2)-‘j2 1 rjq{+‘q,(l +r q2) 
J=o 
(4) E[IwZ, exp(,/;; rqlwll)l 01 
02 
= C rjq(qg( 1 + r2q:)ci-2)/2 m,(j/2) m,_ I( 1). 
j=O 
ProoJ We only prove (2). The other cases are similar. Conditional 
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cm sll, E[w& Isil, 01 =E[(s;1’2s12)2(~,1, O] = 6,,,, +s,, 6,* ST,. Using 
(2.21) and expanding exp( $ it rsf/:q, ), the left side of (2) is evaluated as 
E( [(l + r*qy + s,,q:q:r4(1 + ‘*q:)-*] exp(& Ks:/:ql,l e> 
=(l+r*qy f (J;;rq,)j6~~2E[(7[;:)“2]/j! 
j=O 
+r4(1 +r*q;)-*q:q; f (Jirq,)’ 
J=o 
gives (2). 
Next, using this lemma, we evaluate the numerator of (2.9). Since 
e’Wq = wllql, E[e’Wq] = Kj?,q,E[w,, exp(&rq,w,,)/8] d0. Here 
expanding (1 + r2q:)8 as C,(f)(r2q$)k and using J:n cos’ 19 sinZb 8 dtI = 
B((a + 1)/2, (2b + 1)/2), we obtain 
E[e'Wq] =K(l +r2)-1/22'/2 
This gives the expression (2.13) except the constant K= K(u), which is 
cancelled out with that of the denominator. Similarly for q’W’ Wq = 
4:lx + w:21+ %,q*w** w22 + d42, the expected value of each term is 
evaluated by using Lemma 2.2. But the details are omitted here. 
3. PROBLEM WITH v  KNOWN 
In this section, the problem of estimating p of N,(p, Z) is considered 
with the assumption that (p, C) belongs to 
@={(p,C)ERPX?Y(p)(C-~‘*p=C}, (3.1) 
where Z 1’2 E GT(p) and c E RP is known. Assuming the quadratic loss in 
(1.3), this problem is left invariant under GT(p) acting on (y, S) by 
(Y, w  + MY, ASA’) with A E GT(p), (3.2) 
which induces the action on (p, Z) as 
(I4 C) + LQ, A-=4’) with A E GT( p). (3.3) 
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Clearly under (3.2) a maximal invariant is 
v= w-‘y, where S = WW’ with WE GT(p), (3.4) 
and since the action of GT(p) on @ in (3.3) is transitive, the distribution 
of u does not depend on (p, z) for (p, 2) E 0. Therefore the risk function 
of an equivariant estimator defined by 
WY (~,~))=EC(ii-~)‘C-‘(~-~)l (3.5) 
is constant on (p, C) E 0, which implies that without loss of generality we 
can choose /J = c and C = I. On the other hand, in a similar manner as in 
Lemma 2.1, an equivariant estimator is shown to be of the form 
/ri(y, S) = Wfi(u, I) = W&u). (3.6) 
Consequently, a BEE is an estimator which minizes the conditioned risk 
E[(WjGc)‘(W&c)lv] (3.7) 
with respect to fi, where E denotes the expectation of W given u. Thus we 
obtain 
THEOREM 3.1. The unique BEE is given by 
ji=E[W’W\v]-‘E[W’cIu]. (3.8) 
Because an explicit of /i in (3.8) is complicated in a general case, the case 
of p = 2 is treated here. In the evaluation, we regard W = (wii) as a function 
of S = (sii). As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, the joint distribution of (u, S) is 
given by 
k ~Z+u~‘~~“~~exp(~c’Wv) g(SIu)dSdv, (3.9) 
where g(Slu) is the pdf of W((Z+ vu’)-‘, n) (see (2.18)). Noting c’Wu = 
ClW]lV] + C2W2lVl + c2w22v2, w11 =s:i2, w21 = s:F,,, and w22 = #i, define 
the conditional moment generating function of wli = si/: and s$T, given v 
by 
&(t)=E[exp(ts:{2)Iv]= f (t6i{2)‘2J2f 
j=O 
and 
4t) = ECew(@, 1 Iv1 
= f (t 8gl )j 2j12r 
j=O 
(q+;)/r(q) j! (3.11) 
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respectively, where 6,, = (1 + u’$)/( 1 + u’v) and (rZ2,i = l/( 1 + u’$) with 
u = (ui, uZ)’ (see (2.20) and (2.21)). And by @‘j(t) and tiCi) denote the ith 
derivatives of q5 and $, respectively. Further, let 
where 6 i2 = - u’uu~u~( 1 + u’u), and let 
b5 = [(A,’ ~5,~)~ dC2’(d1) + 2c,u, 6,’ 812#1)(dl) 
+ c:u: G,., 44 )I $(4) 
b6 = CG’ &P)(4) + czu, L,4(4)1 @“‘M) 
b, = 4th) 1c/‘2’(4). 
(3.1 3) 
THEOREM 3.2. When p = 2, the BEE in (3.8) is given by fi = Wa, where 
a = (a,, a2)’ with 
aI = CcdAh + bd + c2(b2b7 - b3WP 
a2 = { -c,b,b, + c2Cbdb4 +b5)-b2b61)lD. 
Here D = (b, + b,)b, -b,. 
(3.14) 
Proof: We simply outline the proof since the proof is similar to that 
of Theorem 2.2. From (3.9), the conditional pdf of S given u is given 
by ew(& c’W4 dsl WhW~ where h(u) is the normalizing constant. 
However, it is easy to see that the BEE in (3.8) does not depend on h(u). 
Hence what we need is the expected values of wyi wf2 wg2 exp(& c’ WV) 
with respect to g(SI u). Then using (2.20) and E[exp(&c,u, w~~)~s~~, u] 
exp(nc$: 822.1/2) exp(& c2ul 6,’ 6,,si/:), we can show that b, = 
~~CwA~l, b2 =~~Cw12QI~l, b, =WIwzzQl~l, b, =~ECw:,Qbl, 
bs = =Cw,, Q 101, 6, = KE[w,, w22Q IO], and b, = KE[w:,Q I u], where 
K= exp(nc$T 822,1 /2) and Q =exp(&z c’ WV). From these moments, the 
result follows. 
It is noted that the conditional moment generating functions of 4 and 
$ in (3.10) and (3.11) are Bessel functions and their derivatives can be 
computed term by term. 
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On the other hand, the MLE is routinely obtained. First the constrained 
log-likelihood function is expressed as 
= -i tr $S’-: tr $(k--p)(k-fi)’ 3 +n log 181 -nIt(&i- c), 
where$=@WwithC-‘=@@‘and@EGT(p),k=W-’5andji=WP’p. 
Differentiating L with respect to b yields p = i - $ -‘,I and substituting this 
jj into L yields 
Here differentiating L1 with respect to qii and li, we obtain 
$~+nd;iikili-n=O, d;i/=-n.ij’,ni (ibj) 
1; =; [Ci,&ij - CJ. 
From these equations, 6;s are recursively obtained; e.g., since I, = 
s (d;Jl -cl)> 
I ={ 
2nk, cl 
I1 -+[~n2Slcf+4n(l+~nif)ll-2j1(2+~ni?~), 3 
etc. Then the MLE of Cp is given by 8 = $W-’ and the MLE of p is given 
by fi= W(k-8-‘A). 
4. THE CASE Z = a2p’pZ 
As a particular case for p’CP rp constant, in this section we consider the 
case of 2 = a2p’pZ, where a2 is known. Then (y, w) is a sufficient statistic 
where w  = tr S and ( y, S) is given in (1.4). Of course, w/u2p’p is distributed 
as x:, _ r,,,. The loss function in this case becomes 
L(a, P) = (a - PI’ (a - P)l~2P’P (4.1) 
and the pro,blem of estimating p remains invariant under the group 
G = R, x 0(p) which acts on (y, w) by 
(Y, w) - (bfy, b2w) for (6, f) E G, (4.2) 
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where R, = {b > 0} and O(p) denotes the group of p x p orthogonal 
matrices. The following lemma is similar to Lemma 2.1 and the proof is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 4.1. An equiuariant estimator p( y, w) is of the fovm 
fi(Y, w) = 40) Y with v = y’y/w, (4.3) 
where h( . ) is a measurable function from R + into R. 
Now to find a BEE which minimizes the risk R(b, p) = E,[L(ji, p)], note 
that the action of G on the parameter space is transitive and hence the 
statistic u = y’y/w, which is a maximal invariant, is ancillary. Hence the risk 
function is constant and so taking ,u = pcco = (1, 0, . . . . 0)‘, the BEE is given 
by fi(y, w) = h,(o) y with 
ho(v) = &,JY 1 IW&,CY’Y 1~1, (4.4) 
where y=(y,, . . . . y,)‘. Evaluating h,(u) yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The BEE is given by @(y, w) = h,(v) y with 
h(u) = 
nW(np/2 + 1; p/2 + 1: nv/2(1 + u)0’) 
F(np/2 + 1; p/2: m/2( 1 + u)o*) ’ (4.5) 
where F(a, b: x)=~,~==,T(a+i)x’/T(b+i)i! 
ProofI In the density of (y, w), transform (y, w) into (y, u) to get the 
density of (y, u): 
cexp {-i(c) yjy +$} (y/y)(n-l)P/* 
o-(~-l)p12-l f (nl12ylo)i/i! 
i=O 
Using this and evaluating the conditional expectations yields the result. 
The details are left to the readers. 
Next we derive the MLE. From the joint density of (y, w), maximizing 
the log-likelihood equation is equivalent to minimizing 
T log($p) + $w + y’y - 2n”*y’~]/cr*$p. (4.6) 
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It is then easy to see that the MLE is a solution of 
npa’p’pp - d2ptp y - w,u - y’yp + 2n ‘I’y’pp = 0. (4.7) 
We solve this equation as 
THEOREM 4.2. The MLE is given by 
EM _ (1 +4p02((1 +v)/u)1’2- 1 
-[ 2n’12pa2 
(4.8) 
Proof First observe that the solutions of (4.5) are of the form 
,C = h( y, w) y. Hence substituting p = cy, we obtain 
c{npa’( y’y)c’ + (n”‘y’y)c - (y’y + w)] = 0. (4.9) 
The solutions of this equation are c, = 0, 
c2 = i F l+v ‘I2 -I- 1+4pa+ I il 2n ‘/‘pt3’, 
and c3 where c3 is [ ] in (4.8). To find the solution which minimizes (4.6), 
obtain the matrix of the second derivatives of (4.6) and evaluate it at cis. 
Then ci is not the solution and for p = ciy with ci ~0, the matrix is 
evaluated as 
A [t yry~+ yy] with A >o, 
where bi = 2n1’2pa2c,. For this to be positive definite, bi > 0 is necessary. 
Hence c3 is the only solution, completing the proof. 
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